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Kxracr

Th® probleiu The purpose of this study v»s to deteroine the 

effect of training in a given area of edenoe on addevecent in other 

areas of scionos* Zipedfically, the purpose was fourfoldi namely, 

in high school scienaes, to determine the effect of training in (1) 

general sdenoe on achiewnent in chenistryi (2) biology on achievement 

in dwmistry; (3) physics on adxieveaent in chenistryi (4) chemistry on 

achievement in physics,

ProoeluFe, Hw subjects for this study were 403 students in grades 

eleven and twelve who were enrolled at three different hi^i schools in 

the year 1953-1954, Kinety-nlne were dwoistry and 23 were physics 

students at the first school| 128 were chemistry and 78 were physics 

students at ths second sohoolj and 75 were the total chemistry and physics 

students at the third school.

The chemistry students at eadi sohool were grouped aooordlng to 

their previous scienoe enrollment. The groups consisted of (1) students 

who had taken general science or had not taken general sdenoe prior to 

enrollment in diemistryi (2) students who had taken biology or had not 

taken biology prior to enrollment in dwnnlstryj and (3) students who had 

ta«*4»n physics or had not taken physics prior to enrollment in chemistry. 

Also, students who were taking physics and chemistry concurrently were 

oocpared with those students who had taken physios and chemistry con

secutively, Only students at the second school were conpared in the 

third group.



Sub-group* for the physics students consisted of students idio had 

taken chemistry or had not taken chemistry prior to enrollment in physics* 

Students of the first and third schools had to be combined for this 

grouping.

Groups idtloh were cMpered were equated for Intelligence.

Cbjective tests wore used to measure achievement of the groups 

at the first school, and the remainder of the groups were measured by 

teachers* grades. Mean differences for each of the experimental and 

control groups were checked for significance in the usual manner.

A product-moment correlation coefficient was calculated between 

ohemlrtry grades and general science grades of chemistry students in all 

three schools.

Results and conclusions. At the first school, chemistry students 

who had taken general science showed a higher mean grade than the non

general sdenoe students, and the difference was significant at the 11 

level of confldenoe. The mean grades at the second and third schools did 

not corroborate this result.

At each of the three schools chemistry students having had biology 

showed no signifioant difference when compared with non-blology students.

Chemistry students who had taken physics showed a higher mean 

grade than the non-physics students. The difference was significant at the 

•05 level. There was no significant difference between the concur rant and 

consecutive groups, nor the group taking the courses in reverse order*



The correlation of chemi etry and general edenee grade* with 

intelligence partlaled out was •S2«

It can be concluded thati

la General edenoe oouree* have different transfer effect* in 

different schoolse

2* It eeea* that physic* taken before dwnietry result* in superior 

adiievement in the latter coursee

3« The biology oouree* at the high edxx>l level seem peculiarly 

free of transfer toward the physical •dencesa

4a Whether physic* ie studied before or concurrently with 

deoletry apparently ha* little effect on achievement a

5e The correlation of grade* of general edenoe and dwmlstry 

student* may be used for prediction with sone degree of oonfidencea



LIST OP TAXES

TAELS PASS

I» Average of three unit teete of Group A| showing the 

difference in scores of general sdenoe and non-general 

science students 11

II# First semester scores for Group A] showing the difference 

between general science and non-general sdenoe students 13 

Ille Scores for Group Aj showing the difference between general 

sdenoe and non-ge neral sdenoe students •■••••••• 14 

IV, Unit test scores of Group showing the difference between 

biology and non-biology students •«••••••••••• 15

V« First semsster scores of Group showing ths diffsrence 

between biology and non-blology students ••••••••• 17 

VI* Scores of Group Cj showing the difference between physios 

and non-physics students eeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 18 

Vile Scores for Group showing the difference between

chemistry and non-chemlrtry students eeeeeeeeeee 20



CIAPTEH I

THB PH0BLB4 AKD ZMPORTAKCS OP TKB STUDT

I. THE PEOBUM

The purpose of this study was to date rains the effect of 

training in « given area of science on achievement in other areas of 

sdenosa Specifically, the purpose was fourfoldt namely, in high 

school sdenoes, to determine the effect of training in (1) general 

science on achievement in chemistry; (1) biology on achievement in 

chemistry; (3) physics on achievement in chemistry; (4) chemistry on 

achievement in physics,

II. IMPORWICB OF DIE PROLLEM

It Is liqportant in secondary school teaching, guidance, and 

curriculum planning to understand the possibility of transfer between 

courses. Some courses, like English and mathematics, have prerequisites 

determining the order of courses, while in sany high schools, science 

courses have no definite sequence or prerequisites,

Odell (7) explains that among the reasons that ooeparatlvely 

few good science tests have been published is the lack of unanimity in 

the order of scienoe offerings in the high echoole.

That there is no agreement in the nation's high schools as te 

the order of grade levels of the commonly accepted scienoe courses is 

shown by Johnson (5) in his study for the Office of Education, Although
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biology ie usually a tenth grade subject, chemistry eleventh grade, and 

physics twelfth grade in most of the schools offering the subjects, a 

number of the schools have different orders for the course a. It wuld 

seem, therefore, that studies of achievement in courses taken in 

different orders may help establish the proper order for these courses 

and may aid in developing new courses or leprovlng the accepted onee# 

It seems that it should be possible to predict a student's 

achievement in one of the sdence courses on the basis of his prior 

science work and/or Indicated Interests and aptitudes* Also, better 

curriculum planning should follow known effects that training In one 

Bdonao has on achievement in another sdenoo*

Teacher differences, echool differences, transfer of training, 

motivation, and objectivity of measures of adxlevement are problems 

that arise In sudi a study, and it is hoped that the results obtained 

In this study will promote further investigations In the sdence curric

ulum.



GULPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

A eurvey of the literature revealed no reeearch which we related 

directly to the prweent problea, althou^i eeveral etudlee which relate 

indirectly wre found* An de r eon (1), on oonpletion of a etudy of 

Mlnneeota echoole, reportsi

The present study did not deterndna the contributions to 
achleveaent in biology and chemistry of such pupil factors as 
previous courses taken in scdenoe and years of high school 
nathenatlcs taken* *.* The data are available and other oose- 
parisons can he wade at a future date*

In a recent letter (April 25, 1955), answering this writer's

Inquiry, Anderson says, •*•* I know of no study related directly with 

your problem* This does not mean that such a study has not been done 

or does not exist in the literature* ••*•

In a pre-publication statement, Herbert A* Smith of the editorial 

staff of The Third Annual Ro view of Research in Science Education says l

•*.*, I believe that I may eafely say that no studies wre 
reported vdilch related to the effect of prior scdenoe courses* 
However, some studies will be reported which chow the effect of 
high school science on college perfonaanoe in certain science 
areas**

A nunfcer of studies of the latter type have substantiated Smith's 

statements* Hadley, Scott, and Van Lente (4) examined the high school 

records of 696 students who wre enrolled In beginning college chemistry* 

They found that the group that had studied high school diemistry, physic*, 

and wathewatics had the lowest percentages of *D* and *E* grades and the 
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hlghegt peroentagee of *A*, •9*, end *0* gradee, A ooaparleon of etudente 

who had had high school chemistry with those idio had had no high school 

chemistry, with mat hem tics and physios preparation disregarded in both 

groups, showed marked superiority for those who had studied chemistry. 

Students who had had a combination of high school chemistry, physics, 

and mthewatlcs aade the best records in beginning chemistry in college.

Fontenelle (3) investigated the use of the Amari can Council on 

Education's Payohologlcal Examination and General Achievement tests as 

predictors of achievement in college chemistry and biology. The sub

jects Of this study were 13 freshmen pre-medical students at Fordham 

College, hew York. Using rho (rank-order correlation), he found that 

achievement test scores and diemistry grades correlated .518; ACE scores 

and chemistry grades, .694; achievement test scores and biology grades, 

.808; ACE soores and biology grades, .60.

That Interest and retention of early secondary school scienoe is 

of some lasting benefit has been found by Flather (1). According to his 

evaluation of the scienoe program in the high schools of British Columbia, 

the ninth grade general science course has been rather successful in 

developing students and diffusing ideas into society. He bases his 

oonclusions on former students* opinions.

Kot all investigators agree that high school courses favorably 

affect achievement in subsequent college courses. In a letter, E. L. 

Miller, professor of biology at Stephen F. Austin State College, reports 

that first year college students of biology apparently do not benefit
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from haring high echool credit for the eouree. Hie inveetigatlon of 

the high school heokgronnd of failures in introductory college biology 

revealed that about SIX had high school biology and 49* did not*

Powers (10) is of the opinion that high school scienoe preparation 

is not of significant iaportance to later studies in scienoe. He says 

that, *Many who have beootne career nen in sdence began ••• in college 

with no appaiwnt disadvantage as conpared with dassnates who had 

studied scienoe in high school,*

Mallinson and Van Dragt (6) reviewed two studies oonoemed with 

the Interests of high school students. From these studies, they oon- 

duded that*

The possibilities for predicting a person's score or rank 
in Interest in sdence ••• at the twelfth-grade level from the 
scores or ranks at the ninth grade level are somewhat dubious,

Odell (8) hae reported that grades in high school can be pre

dicted by earlier achievement in school. He found that by weighting and 

comhlning narks in certain elementary school subjects, the correlation 

with high school freshman narks averaged ,65, Harks during the first 

two years of high school correlated slightly lower.

Another study by Odell (8) showed about the same degree of 

correlation between college freshman narks and the best possible ooe- 

hination of intelligence test scores and narks in different high sdiool 

subjects. The correlation was ,63 for the best combination and greater 

than ,50 for less than half of the college subjects,

Travers (13) Indicates that aptitude tests are no better for 

predictive purposes than the methods used by Ross and Odell, He found



that aptitude and achlavanant can not be oonelated properly without 

better criteria than high school grades*

6

More and more, general sotence is corning to be required of all 

students as the first soienoe course in high sohool. The reasons listed 

by Preston (11) are (1) orientation for those idm aust shortly go to 

work, and (2) foundation for higher soienoe study* The course is usually 

given from a different point of view than are physics and chemistry, and, 

therefore, there should be no great amount of xopetition in these courses*

At the time of Preston's (12) study i» 1938, most sdenos curricula 

were oosposed of the four courses now generally aooeptedi general soienoe 

biology, chemistry, and physics* He suggested an inproved arrangement of 

w>rk to follow a four year plan* The courses would be of graduated diffi* 

culty so that a student my progress as far as he wishes or is capable* 

He foresaw, however, the possibilities that elementary and Junior high 

school soienoe courees might provide preparation for successive courses, 

making it possible to leave senior high sohool sdenoes as elective*



GIAPTBE III

GROLTS STUDIED AND TESTS AND MEASURES USED

I. GROUPS STUDIED

The eubjecte for this rtudy were 403 etudente in grades eleven 

and twlve tdio wre enrolled at three different high schools in the year 

1953-1954, These schools are designated as School Huuber One, School 

Ntunber Two, and School Rwober Three in this study. Of the 403 students, 

99 were chendetry and 23 wre physios students at School Nunber One, 

128 were chemi st ry and 78 wre physics students at School Nunioer Two, 

and 75 wre the total chendetry and physics students at School Kwriaer 

Three,

For the sake of clarity in presentation of the data, the three 

schools are indicated by a subscript in the different groups studied. 

For exanple. Group A^ ws made up of chemistry students in Sdiool dumber 

One, Groups A^ and A^ wre chemistry students in School Number Two and 

School Number Three respectively. This system of identifying groups is 

followed throughout the study.

Groups A^, ky ky wre eadi divided into two sub-groups, one of 

which ws made up of students who had studied general science before 

enrollment in chemistry, and the other group ws made up of students who 

had not studied general scdence.
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*royp D consisted of chemistry students who either had taken biology 

or had not taken biology prior to enrollment In chemistry. Students from 

School Kumher One and School Furaber Two participated in this section of 

the study) therefore results are reported for Groups and Bg.

Croup C oonaisted of chemistry students who had taken physics or who 

had not taken physics prior to enrollment in chemistry. School Lumber Two 

was the only school in which this group could be studied. It is desig- 

Mted as Cg.

Group D consisted of physics students who had taken chemistry or who 

had taken no chemistry before enrollment in physics. Students of two 

schools had to be cochined for this group, as only two physics students at 

School ihuaher One had not had chemistry, and only six physics students at 

Sclxaol fumher Three had had chemistry. The group, therefore, is identified 

ee Group Djj.
Other groups are reported briefly to help interpret the study*

II. TESTS USED

The California Test of Mental Maturity, Fora 1950, was administered 

to all students reported in the study, except for rare oases lAere the 

Otis Quick Scoring Test was used. Croups which wore cocpared were 

equated for Intelligence by use of these tests.

The Euder Preference Record proved to be of some value as an aid in 

interpretation of results. This test was used only at Sciiool !*unber 

Three.
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For Oroupe and Bp objectlTe teste were used to measure achieve* 

mente Standardised tests. Series C, and acoonpanying workbook units in 

'Tlsoovery Problems in Chemistry,* by Eckert, Lyons, and St revs 11, were 

used* Five units of work were covered for the period of the study, but 

two units. III and IV were excluded to insure validity.

The remainder of the groups were measured by teachers* grades. 

Letter grades wore assigned the following numerical values for purposes 

of tabulationi A/—97, A—93, B/—88, B—83, C^—78, C—74, D—70, 

F—65, Where grades were recorded in numbers, the actual grades were 

tabulated. At School Humber Two, the grades were recorded in letters, 

at School Humber Three, most of the grades were recorded in nundsers,

III. TREATIEirT OP DATA

Mean scores were obtained for the raw scores of Group Aj for each 

unit of work ooopleted. The final tabulation contains the average scores 

for three units of work, which made it necessary to reduce the group in 

sise because of abeenoes on the dates of the regular tests. Make-up tests 

wore not included. Mean scores were also obtained for the raw scores of 

Group and teachers* grades were used for all the other groups. Mean 

differences for each of the experimental and control groups were then 

checked for slgnlficanoe in the usual manner,

A product-raocnent correlation coefficient was calculated between 

chemistry grades of Group Ajjj ®nd general science grades of the same 

students.



aiAPTEs n

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Achievement in chemi st ry for Group A| we checked at the end of 

three separate unite of the oouree, and achievements of the general 

edenae and non-general sdenao groups were oompared. Average grades 

for the three units cooblned were then compared, •

At the end of the first unit of work in chemistry, the general 

edenae group, A|, showed a slight superiority over the non-general 

science group, the difference between the means being significant 

slightly below the It level of confidence. The differences between 

means of the same groups were significant at the ,01 level at the end of 

both of the remaining units of the oouree. Table I shows data for an 

average of the three units of chemistry. This shows that the difference 

between means is significant at the ,01 level.

To verify the results obtained for Group A|, chemistry students 

at the same school in 1952 were grouped in the same manner. The students 

were taught by a different teacher, but the same wridoook and standardised 

tests were used. It ws found that the results for this group confirmed 

those obtained for Groig> Aj, This check ws made for unit I only. A 

statistical analysis of raw soores yielded a critical ratio of 3,43, 

which indicates a significant difference at the ,01 level.
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TA2L8 I

AVERAGE OF TI$EE UNIT TESTS OF GROUP Ai SKMIh'G THE 
DIFFEREIiCE IS 9XRE3 OP GENERAL SCIENCE 

AND SON-GENERAL SCIENCR STUDENTS

Critical ratio

Gene>ral Science
N = 44

No General Sdence
N e 14

Mean aoorw 64.0 53.1

SD 11.5 13.6

Difference of neane 10.9

SE of difference 4.1

1.59
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For Group Table II, neither yearly averages nor fl rat 

oemeater grades corroborated the results obtained for Group A|a At the 

end of the first sensster, a higher proportion of "A* grades was obtained 

by the group vhldi had studied general sdenos, but a Chi square of 1.74 

calculated for the proportion Indi anted no significant difference.

Likewise for Grotq> Aj, no significant difference was found between 

general science and non-general science students. These data are shown 

in Table III,

The Ender Preference Record was used with Group A3. Investigation 

failed to reveal any significant difference in solenoe Interest raw scores 

between students having had general science and those that had not.

Group showed no significant difference la ma ns, but the 

differenoo was la favor of those students that had had no biology. The 

data for this group are shown in Table IV,
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TMU n

Fissr 8DX9TEB 900323 FOR CEOUP A* SICWINa THB 
DIFFEREUCa BEIWEEH GE1.TKAL SCIQIC8 AND

NON-GSKEKAL SCIENCE STUDENTS

General Sotenoe 
1 r 61

No General Science 
i s 66

Mean grade . 81,16. 11,14

Difference of Beane 1.11

Motet The difference of eeeiui ie obviously tou ellgUi t« e*xlt 
further rtatlrtlcse
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T&BU III

S002K3 P08 GHCXJP A3 EHCWDiQ OKE DIFFKEESCE BKTVEEH 
, GENERAL SCIENCE AHD MON-GSKERAL

SCIESCG SIUDESia

General Science
1 s 13

No General Sdence 
N e 15

Mean grade 71.41 81.17

SO 1.16 7.89

Difference of eeans 1.75

SS of difference 1.77

Critical ratio .994
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TAXE IV

UMIT TEST SOORES OP GROUP Bi 31X183 THE 
DIFFEKENCB BETWEEN BK&OGT AND 

EOtl-BIOLOGY STUDENTS

Biology
N e 45

Ko Biology 
X - 15

Mean eoore 56.9 60.5

SD 18.1 11.2

Difference of neana 3.6.

SS of difference 6.1

Critical ratio ,59
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Group Bj showed the same slight negative trend as for the 

first semester gradee# However, the slightly higher mean grades for the 

students with no biology does not Indicate superiority, since the dif

ference can be explained in terms of chance factors* These data are 

shown in Table V.

Group C? was first tabulated without correction for intelligence, 

as the difference of intelligence quotients between the groups was not 

significant at the *05 level* Chemistry students having had physics 

nwifcerwd 35 and those with no physics, 72* A critical ratio of 3.82 

indicated that there was a significant difference between means, and 

the difference was significant beyond the 11 level of confidence in 

favor of those having had physics. A slight correction to better equate 

the group for intelligence resulted in a reduction of non-physics students 

to 48, the difference of means from 6*1 to 3*5, and the consequent critical 

ratio to 2.08. Table VI shows the proper statistics*

Since student load might have an effect on the results, the tabu

lation of grades of those having had physics in Group Cj was conpared 

with grades of 18 students who were taking the courses concurrently. 

There was no significant difference in the grades of the group* There 

was a difference in intelligence which tended to favor the concurrent 

group, which would indicate the possibility of a slight negative trend 

for achievement, though the difference was not significant.
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TABLE V

FIBST SEMESTER SCORES OF GRaT Be SEWING THE 
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN BIOLOGY AND

NO?i-BIOLO(7Y SIUDENTS

Critical ratio

Biology Ko Biology
N - 91 N - 35

Mean grade 80.1 84.8

SD 15.6 9.13

Differanoe of asana 4.7

SB of difference • 5.03

935
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DLBLB VI

SCORES OP GROUP C2 SHOtfDlG TIE DIFFERENCE 
EET/EEX PHYSICS AND KON-PHYSICS

STUDENTS

Phyeioe No Phyelca
M ■ 35 N 5 48

Mean grade 84.3 80.8

SD 6.5 5.3

Difference of neana 3.5

SR of difference 1.68

Critical ratio 3.08
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Group Du made a well balanced study group not possible in 

either school studied independently# The relationship of chemistry 

and physics was not as pronounced in this order of enrollment as in 

Group Cj# The critical ratio calculated from the difference of the 

means, being only 1.61, does not indicate a significant difference# 

The trend, however," is the same as the other significant relation

ships between the physical sciences# These data are shown in Table 

VII.

A correlation coefficient for chemistry and general science 

grades was oocputed for the 117 students in Group Aj23 having had 

both courses# A partial correlation was made to correct intelligence 

as a factor# The product-moment correlation for intelllgenoe and 

chemistry grades was »32; for Intelllgenoe and general science grades, 

#29; for chemistry and general science grades, «566# The correlation 

of chemistry and general science grades with Intelligence part la led out 

was .52. All of the correlations were significant beyond the .01 level

The inconsistent results of the study regarding the effect of 

general science upon chemistry achievement in different schools may 

be explained in part by the nature of the course itself# According 

to Odell (9) there is less agreement on the content of the general 

acdenoe course than is true of the other high school science courses#
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TABLE VII

G2ADES FOR GROUP aiOWDIG CIB DIFFERENCE 
BETWEEN GiErilSTRY AND MW- 

CHEMISTKr STUDENTS

1.61

Cheadetry No Cheaietry
» ■ 28 N ■ 30

Mean grade 78.08 74.5

SD 8.15 9.95

Difference of eeana 3.58

SB of difference ■
2.22

Critical ratio



QIAPTEK V

SUMMARY, OOKCLUSIOIS, AI3) RECa JSI.’DATIONS

I. SUMMARY

The objective of this study was to determine the relationship 

between general sdenoe and chemistry, biology and chemistry, and 

physios and chemistry*

A review of the literature Indicated that no studies have been 

made directly relating to the problem.

Four hundred and three students at three high schools were 

studied. They consisted of 99 chemistry and 23 physics students at one 

school, 128 chemistry and 78 physics students at the second school, and 

75 total chemistry and physics students at the third school. All of 

the groups studied were equated for intelligence.

The chemistry students at each school were measured by the 

difference of mean grades (or scores) of those having had general science 

and no general sdenoe, biology and no biology, physics and no physics. 

At the first and third schools, the difference of mean grades of physics 

students having had chemistry and no chemistry was used for conparlson,

Ruder Preference Records were used at the third school in an 

attenpt to gain sane insight as to the cause of the relationships,

A correlation coefficient was computed between the chemistry 

and general science grades of 117 students at the three schools that 

offered both courses.
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The results of the studies to determine the effect of general 

science on later achievement in chemistry were inconsistent. There 

was a significant difference between chemistry students having had 

general science and no general science at School Number One, but the 

difference between like groups was not significant at Schools Two and 

Three.

Biology grades showd no significant relationship with chemistry 

grades.

Physics showed a decisive effect on chemistry achievement; but 

the study was limited to the second school, because insufficient data 

were available at the other two schools.

The possibility of some transfer of training from chemistry to 

physics was Indicated in a oombined study of the first and third schools. 

The results, however, are not considered to be significant, as were those 

found for the reverse order of the courses in the second school.

Students studying chemistry and physics concurrently showed no 

difference in achievement conpared to students having physics and 

chemistry consecutively.

Chemistry grades for the students at all three schools 

correlated .52 with general science grades. Intelligence was part la led 

out. This (.52) is a significant relationship.

The Cuder Preference Record sclenae Interest raw scores shewed 

no relationship for the dichotomy of chendstry students (general 

science and no general science) at the third school.
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II. CONCLUSIOJB

From this etudy it can be concluded that*

1. General sdence coursea have different transfer effect in 

different schools. Interest, as a factor, is not a reliable indicator 

of achievement in the small groups studied.

2. With only one school from vhioh to judge, it seems that 

physics taken before chemistry results in superior achievement in the 

latter course. The same statement can not be made for the courees in 

reverse order.

3. The biology courses at the high school level seem peculiarly 

free of transfer toward the physical sciences.

4. Whether physics is studied before or concurrently with 

chemistry apparently has little effect on achievement.

5. The correlation of grades of general ecienoe and chemistry 

students may be used for prediction with some degree of confidence. 

The relationship compares favorably with other measures reported.

III. RECa^IENDATIQZS

It le suggested that more guidance based upon a recognition of 

certain facte may be advantageous for certain stude.its, such as the 

influence of general science on achievement in chemistry in one sdiool, 

and the effect of physics on chemistry achievement in another school.
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Sone high school■, such as School Number Three, offer chemistry 

and physios in the eleventh and twelfth grades with the choice of 

order depending on the student# A continued study of the ranks of 

students taking the courses in different orders might prove helpful 

in renoving unfair conpetltlon by having members of a class equally 

prepared. Such careful planning is especially inportant to those 

concerned with aoademlo success.

The proper order of science courses in the high school seems 

Inportant enough to merit more attention. More educational and psycho

logical research is needed Involving many more schools. Such research 

does not need to be elaborate, but more objective measures of achieve

ment should be used than those used in this study.
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